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As a leader have you been in a situation where group dynamics went south and you wished 
for an expert to help you handle it?  This real-life scenario is exactly that situation  - but with 

an answer from an expert, Becky Allen, a licensed psychotherapist for about 10 years. 
 

Scenario:  Two friends are leading a group of wide-eyed, eager hikers on a 4 day backpack down the 
Paria River in Utah where the trail is in the river and flash floods are the biggest danger.  A participant 
in the hike responded to pre-trip emails by correcting what she thought were “mistakes”, and offering 
insights and observations of her own, despite the fact she had never traveled in the Paria Wilderness.  
For this scenario, we’ll name the participant, “Helpful Hanna”. 
 
The tricky part of the Paria is finding water sources and camping spots. To the novice, this is a 
serious concern, but to veterans such as these leaders, it was a minor consideration.  Hanna, has an 
escalating concern about dehydration and being forced to camp in flash flood territory. Her voice 
starts bellowing, enough to shatter rock, as she demands a stop to review the map, exclaiming “We 
need to turn around!” Of course there is no way to get lost, as the group was in a slot canyon. There 
was no way they’d die of thirst for they were walking in water.....stuff that would clog a filter, but water 
nonetheless.   Hanna’s concerns escalate to the point other hikers begin to doubt the leaders’ 
capabilities.  The situation goes out of control the next morning when one of the leaders attempts to 
have a private conversation with Hanna while the other leader takes the group on down the river. 
 
The private conversation reaches an emotional level where shouting erupts, feelings are hurt, 
frustrations vented.  Not a pretty picture for the participants, the leaders or Hanna. 
 
How should this situation be handled? Most of us have experienced the "expert" map reader, 
who in reality can't find their way out of a paper bag. They place doubt in the minds of other 
hikers, undermine your authority, and sabotage an otherwise beautiful trip. Let's ask an expert 
for how to have handled this group dynamics better. 
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As a psychotherapist I’ve had the opportunity to learn how to deal with challenging people.  Most of 
what I’ve learned has been by trial and error.  On occasion we all have the opportunity to interact with 
people we consider challenging.  This can be stressful, frustrating and especially complicated when 
there is an audience.  Following are some strategies I have found have been useful these situations.   
 

 Begin by defusing the situation with a person who is making demands, usually 
loudly, by validating what they’re saying, period. Say, “What I’m hearing you say is 
that you’re concerned about water and where we’ll be camping.”  You may have to do 
this several times.  Our natural inclination is to explain why we’re doing what we’re 
doing but I’ve found this doesn’t work very well initially. 

 

 It is also helpful to act genuinely interested and listen to what the person has to 
say.  Our tendency, especially when emotions are running high, is to be focused on 
formulating what our response will be rather than really hearing what the other person 
has to say.  I’ve found that when people are not feeling heard they start talking more 
loudly, which also makes it less likely they’ll be heard.  Try to speak in a normal tone of 
voice and to smile if that’s appropriate.  

 

  After validating the person’s experience, check to see if you have their 
permission  to speak.  State, “Are you ready to listen to some comments I’d like to 
share?”  If they’re not ready yet, continue validating until the person has given you 
permission.  

 

 Once you’ve gotten the other person’s permission to proceed, begin by 
describing the situation succinctly beginning with “I” rather than “You.” “I’ve 
noticed you are voicing your concerns about water sources and where we’ll be 
camping.”  Next, say how this makes you feel and then ask for what you want.  “I want 
you to let myself and the other leader be the leaders on this trip.  We have been here 
before and are confident about locating water sources and where to camp.”  Be 
steadfast in staying focused on the matter at hand and if the person tries to change the 
subject, resist.  You may have to do this several times.  “Thanks for offering your 
assistance; we’ve got it under control.”     

 
These strategies have helped me effectively deal with challenging people and I encourage you to give 
them a try.  Hopefully, this will improve the experience for everyone involved.  Becky Allen, MA, LPC  
 

   
 

Congratulations to New Leaders Certified January – April 2012 

Josh Armstrong, Nat Atkins,  Svetlana Ehrkart, Grayson Garner, Tom Hurja,  Kathy Joyce , Craig Lewis,  John 
Lookabill,  John O’Leary,  Fred Radtke, Jim Stelzig, Pravin Tulachan, Roger Wendell  

Welcome these new leaders to our Denver Group Leader ranks and encourage them to lead their first trips or 
co-lead with you. 
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How to Schedule Trips 

When asked for suggestions for future topics at the Leader Skills Day on April 1st, several respondents identified 
the need to know how to schedule trips.  There is complete information on hikingdenver.net.  Simply click on Trip 
Leaders tab at the top of the screen.  Then scroll to Trip Leader Support, Preparing for a Trip.  Click on Website 
Instructions.  The next series of screens provides information on “Leader Website Instructions, Overview of Leader 
Page, and Scheduling a Trip”. The screens for   “Scheduling a Trip” provide  “how to” instructions with screen shots 
to aid you to enter a trip, confirm a trip, close a trip, cancel a trip, send e- mail announcements to those registered, 
and enter completed trip information. 

Trip Planning  

Several forms to aid leaders planning a trip are also listed on hikingdenver.net, Trip Leaders tab.  Tim Hill created a 
format for planning a trip as well as a Trail Head Check List which he has included in several of his Denver Group 
presentations. These forms may aid leaders whether you are an experienced leader planning a new trip or a new 
leader planning your first trip. 

 

Leader Skills Day Feedback 

 

Many thanks to  Bull & Bush Pub & Brewery, Cherry Creek, for donating the beer for the event!!! 

Evaluation forms were returned by 85% of those attending with 91% of the respondents rating the information 
received as “Valuable to Extremely Valuable”.  Suggestions for the next Leader Skills Day included: 
 
Reprint, “Are you a Conscientious A/B Hiker?”, How to Get People to Register for Your Trips, What Trips to 
Lead, Quick Review of Where to Find Info on cmc.org, Evacuation Techniques,  Making Decisions in the Face of 
Adversity,  How to Write Incident Reports, , Refresher Information, How to Set Up Trips, Map & Compass 
Review, Group Dynamics & Psychology,  Dog Hike Protocol.  
 
A few comments received from those completing evaluations: 

Appreciate the time and effort that S&L committee put into staging this event. 

Thanks for keeping the speakers on time. Questions should be limited 

This was about 3 levels above recent leader “meetings” 

Too large group for effective communication 

Social held too late.  Cut out thanks and recognition parts.  Leaders Club Yah! 

 

Again, thanks to all leaders who attended and to the Safety & Leadership Committee Members for their 

participation and hard-work. 
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Correction to Snake Bite Quiz in April 2012 Safety Newsletter: 

Thanks to all f our leaders who identified the answers to Questions 4 and 5 were reversed in the April Safety 
Newsletter. 
 
 # 4  Administer small doses of medicinal whiskey to both the victim and trip leader for its calming effect  
True False   THE CORRECT ANSWER IS FALSE. 
  
#5 Keep the victim as comfortable and calm as possible True False  THE CORRECT ANSWER IS TRUE 

  

Wanted:  
Two Guys with a Truck to pickup and deliver the stage components from the Salida Chaffee County Fairgrounds on 

July 21st  for the Celebration Fest in Buena Vista.  Contact Linda Lawson at lkl14er@comcast..net.  Pick up July 21st, 

return July 22nd.  Tent camping available at a mountain property between Salida & Buena Vista for nights July 20 – 

July 22.    Reimbursement for mileage available. 

 If you have any ideas or articles for the Leader & Safety Newsletters, please contact Deb Robak at  

kaborbed@comcast.net or Linda Lawson at lkl14er@comcast.net . 

Denver Group Website & Leader Information: Please visit www.hikiingdenver.net for the latest information and 
downloadable forms.  Go to the Trip Leader tab at the top of the screen for specific leader information. Mention this 
site to your trip participants because there are a lot of useful details on schools, groups, archived safety and leader 
newsletters, etc 

Reminder:  Bear Lake Road Reconstruction In RMNP 

For the next two years visitors  should expect major construction work on the lower section of Bear Lake Road.  

 

The construction will take place on Bear Lake Road from the junction of Trail Ridge Road/Highway 36 to the Park 

& Ride – Glacier Basin Campground intersection, covering 5.1 miles.  

 

Park visitors should expect at least one 30 minute delay, Monday through Friday, on the lower section of Bear Lake 

Road. As the construction proceeds, visitors should expect rough road conditions.   
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